Matillion ETL and Databricks, better together

Data Transformation for
Delta Lake on Databricks

By 2021,
75% of enterprises
will use new, external
data sources to
enhance their
cross-functional
decision-making
capabilities.*

Unlock your lakehouse potential
with Matillion’s cloud-native
data integration platform

Increase enterprise data reach
Automate data ingestion workflows
from numerous sources into Delta
Lake. Overcome the challenges of
growing complexity and scale in
enterprise data by leveraging
inherently secure and modular
deployment options, backed by
white-glove support.
Enrich your data with
transformation
Create instantly shareable datasets
for both analytics and data science
environments. Visually model
complex business logic to prepare
data for business intelligence and
advanced analytics applications.

Actionable insight is only as good
as the data it is based on.
Matillion’s extract, load and transform
(ELT) approach provides an optimal
way to build your lakehouse. Get
timely access to data; generate
insights; and unlock a new world of
business opportunities.
Get data into Databricks
with speed and efficiency
Transform and prepare
your data and create
multi-use data sets
Empower teams across the
organization to get more
value from the Databricks
Lakehouse Platform

Legacy ETL

Get reliable data with
Delta Lake
With a low-code graphical user
interface, enable data
professionals of all technical
abilities to more quickly prepare
and cleanse data. Leverage the
reliability and performance of
Delta Lake through Matillion’s
tailored push-down architecture..
Generate more value faster
with repeatable data ingestion
Spend less time getting the data
into Delta Lake and more time
focused on improving the value
of analytics. Matillion will get the
data where needed and ready to
use in minutes, not days

Custom Code

Pipelines

Matillion ETL

Cloud Integration
Data Replication
Transformation
Ease of Use

Use the power of Matillion
ETL to:
Fully leverage your unified data
science & BI environment
Visually design data workflows using
Low-code or No-code patterns
Load, prep, and automate dataset
creation in minutes
Build and deploy a high-performing,
secure, cost-effective integrated
cloud data platform

Price Performance
Speed to Insights

Experience the benefits of cloud-native ETL today

Reduced
cost by
84%

Reduced ETL
runtime by
72%

Reduced financial
reporting from
hours to minutes

Consolidated
10 workflows
down to 1

*IDC Futurescape Worldwide Data and Analytics”, 2020 ( # US47074820)

Get started at www.matillion.com

